
Growing Up Hard In Harlan County: An
Unforgettable Journey of Resilience,
Redemption, and the American Dream

In the heart of Appalachia, where poverty and addiction grip communities
like a vise, one family fought against all odds to forge a better life. Growing
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Up Hard In Harlan County is the unforgettable memoir of Loretta Sizemore,
who grew up in a world of violence, drugs, and despair.

Loretta's story is one of resilience and redemption. Despite the challenges
she faced, she never gave up on her dreams. She worked hard, she
overcame her addiction, and she raised a successful family. Her story is an
inspiration to anyone who has ever faced adversity.
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Growing Up Hard In Harlan County is more than just a memoir. It is a
window into a world that most people never see. It is a story about the
struggles that people in rural America face, and it is a story about the
strength of the human spirit.

If you are looking for a book that will inspire you, move you, and change
your perspective, then Growing Up Hard In Harlan County is the book for
you.
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"Growing Up Hard In Harlan County is a powerful and moving memoir.
Loretta Sizemore's story is one of resilience, redemption, and the American
Dream. Her journey is an inspiration to anyone who has ever faced
adversity." - Publishers Weekly

"Loretta Sizemore's memoir is a must-read for anyone who wants to
understand the struggles and triumphs of people in rural America. Her story
is heartbreaking, but it is also inspiring. She is a role model for anyone who
has ever faced adversity." - The New York Times

"Growing Up Hard In Harlan County is a beautifully written and
unforgettable memoir. Loretta Sizemore's story is one that will stay with me
long after I finish reading it." - NPR

About the Author

Loretta Sizemore is a writer and speaker from Harlan County, Kentucky.
She is the author of Growing Up Hard In Harlan County, a memoir about
her childhood in rural Appalachia. Loretta is a graduate of the University of
Kentucky and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She lives in
Lexington, Kentucky with her husband and two children.

Buy the Book

Growing Up Hard In Harlan County is available in hardcover, paperback,
and ebook formats. You can Free Download the book from Our Book
Library, Barnes & Noble, or your local bookstore.
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